Transform Labeling and Packaging with NextGeneration Automated Services from Syntel
Life Sciences companies face many challenges delivering product labels tailored to every
global market where they compete. Successful labeling requires compliance with a
diverse set of ever-changing global and local regulatory standards, country-specific
translations, and strict attention to compliance and consistency throughout the value
chain.
With years of experience working with leading life sciences companies to meet their
labeling challenges, Syntel brings an integrated managed services model and process
automation approach to deliver end-to-end labeling and packaging projects.

Syntel’s Labeling Services
Syntel’s innovative LPaaS (Labeling and Packaging-as-a-Service) makes your processes more agile, enhances operational
efficiency, optimizes cost and saves time, adding value to your business.
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Next-Generation Automated Labeling and Packaging Services from Syntel

BUSINESS BENEFITS

• Quality and compliance
levels greater than 98%
• 20+% productivity gains
• 25+% cost savings using
flexible pricing models,
onsite-offshore resource,
volume discounts and
process automation
• Better visibility through
predictive analytics and
reporting dashboards

Aside from supporting the entire labeling and packaging lifecycle, our service offerings
integrate features such as:
• Process automation and integrated ITOps services to drive digital transformation and
more intelligent, automated processes
• Integrated end-to-end artwork and change management services
• 3600 labeling solutions to build, transform and deliver a high quality end-to-end business
process
• Partnerships with industry-leading enterprise software providers to deliver quality,
compliance and innovation
Advantages of Syntel’s LPaaS
In addition, we have created a comprehensive suite of services designed to address the
challenges of the transition, including:
• MDR Consulting
• Device Engineering Services
• Labeling and Packaging CoE
• Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs
• Clinical Investigation Support

About Syntel
Syntel (Nasdaq:SYNT) is a leading global provider of integrated information technology and knowledge process services. Syntel helps
global enterprises evolve the core by building efficient application development and management, testing and infrastructure solutions.
Syntel’s digital services enable companies to engage customers, discover new insights through analytics, and create a more connected
enterprise. Syntel’s “Customer for Life” philosophy builds collaborative partnerships and creates long-term client value by investing in IP,
solutions and industry-focused delivery teams with deep domain knowledge.

To learn more, visit us at: www.syntelinc.com
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